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CONTACT US:
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083 601 8227

SEND US:
your name, contact number, email address,
age & physical address
Along with a short description of yourself
and examples of your work

WORK, SHARE & BE OPEN TO NEW OPPORTUNITIES. #BeMoreADVENTUROUS

YOUTH
REINVENTED
2020 HAS BEEN A
CHALLENGING YEAR
LEAVING US WITH MANY
ISSUES TO DEAL WITH.

So 2020 didn’t pan out the way you thought it
would. Are you with the group of people who
wrote off the year and are hoping that this
next year brings you what you want? Or have
you tried to recover what you could to stay on
track? Or as others did looked at where you
were and decided to take a whole new path
having reinvented yourself? Or you may be really
struggling to get back on track or even switching
between a host of different emotions and
possibilities? Whatever you are feeling you are
not alone and it’s okay. It’s been a hard year and
reinventing yourself takes courage.
We have packed this issue with stories and ideas
that we hope you’ll find useful and help you in
the process of reinventing yourself. We also
recognise that many of you are dealing with loss
and are grieving a loved one, or the loss of an
opportunity and the dreams you had for 2020
and so we share some advice and support for
you. We also look at some of the innovations
that have come out of the lockdown and hit the
streets to find out how young people are feeling
right now.
As usual we have some local fashion that’s
moving and inspiring young people, we chat to
awesome entrepreneurs and changemakers, and
we give voice to young people navigating the
new normal.

If we look back through the past, many of the
hardest times have resulted in great innovation
and creativity. So, it’s not surprising that this
year, one of our most challenging of recent times,
has seen some great thinking, innovations and
reinvention and we share some of these and the
inspirational thinking that is coming direct from
the Eastern Cape.
Enjoy, be inspired and live your best life possible.
#REINVENTED
TO YOU
WITH MUCH LOVE
THE YAKHA TEAM

HAVE
YOUR

SAY
YOUNG
RIGHT NOW
LINDO MSELE ASKED
YOUNG PEOPLE WHAT
IT’S LIKE TO BE YOUNG
RIGHT NOW

ZAMA VUNDA
MEDICAL OFFICER
AGE: 27 EAST LONDON

QHAYIYA NKOHLA
LEARNER
AGE: 16 MDANTSANE

Things are uncertain. Opportunities and possibilities are there,
but I cannot envision my future right now. What is important
is the day-to-day, also, with the environment I work in, health
is a priority. We set goals but things did not go as planned and
we need to be content with that. Money and materials can be
recovered, and for me to achieve what I want, I need to be here
and healthy and all else will follow.

Being young right now is great and my future is bright. Besides
some minor setbacks, pressures and challenges, I am finding
myself. I’ve set my goals and I look forward to achieving them and
seeing myself grow into a better person. Lockdown has also given
me time to use technology and get inspiration from my siblings. It’s
made me realise that sitting around will not help me achieve much.

ENDINALO NCELE
STUDENT
AGE: 25 EAST LONDON

ZIYANDA DUMEZWENI
SMALL BUSINESS OWNER
AGE: 27 MDANTSANE

Being young is exciting with many opportunities. Lockdown helped
me realise that we are not in charge of our lives and provided an
opportunity for self-development. What is important is using my
energy, power and my brain to develop myself and achieve my
goals. I started an NGO supporting young people to improve their
lives. I can see myself doing great and changing lives.

Being young is not easy but my future looks bright because I
believe in myself and I work hard. Social media, friends and other
businesses have kept me going. Lockdown affected my finances,
health and family, but I am inspired to never stop praying, believing
in myself and picking myself up, despite depression and my
business suffering. I have found myself, my peace and I now know
what I really want in life because through my entrepreneurship,
people show me love and look up to me.

KHULULWA MATSHIKIZA
GENDER ACTIVIST
AGE: 25 EAST LONDON

SIYAMTHANDA VETYEKA CLOTHING BRAND
OWNER
AGE: 19 MDANTSANE

Being young is a lot of pressure. I am going at my own pace but at
times, I feel like my peers are progressing and criticising me for not
having achieved what everyone else is achieving. Lockdown gave
me time to introspect and focus on my personal development and
come up with ways to secure my future. And my future is looking
super bright - I am progressing at work, furthering my studies next
year and opening my own business.

Being young is difficult and the pandemic tested us and our
businesses. My future and vision is unclear but will be when things
get back to normal and we are back to boosting our economy and
improving our communities. When lockdown happened I started
appreciating things I used to take for granted such as human
relations. I am hopeful that we, as business owners, can create
healthy, safer and productive environments for our communities,
families and country.

TAKING CHARGE
OF 2020...
WORDS: LINDOKUHLE MAGASELA
PHOTOS: 0077-MULTIMEDIA

MAKE EVERY
MOMENT COUNT
AS WE CLAIM
BACK 2020

THIS YEAR HAS BEEN TOUGH, BUT WE CAN STILL
MAKE IT COUNT IF WE USE OUR TIME WISELY.
LET’S TICK OFF SOME ITEMS FROM OUR 2020
RESOLUTIONS AND GOALS THAT ARE STILL
WITHIN OUR REACH.
20-20
When we did our countdown on the 31st of
December 2019 and welcomed the year 2020
with loud cheers and dancing, none of us could
have imagined that it would pan out the way it
has. We had come up with themes for the year
like 20:20 vision and 20plenty, and for many
it has turned out to be a year with plenty of
disappointments, grief and time wasted.
This year has been very difficult.
SURVIVE
We’ve tried to navigate ‘the new normal’ and
survive the lockdown. While there have been many
hurdles and challenges, the good news is that
we made it through. Together, we have overcome
what is deemed to be the worst part of the
pandemic and lived to not only tell the story, but to
change the ending. The best part is that it’s not the
end of the road yet, and there’s still time to turn
2020 around and tick off some items from your list
of New Year’s resolutions and goals.

RESILIENT
Many of the plans we hoped to achieve this year
have been side-lined with prioritising our health and
safety, but it hasn’t been all doom and gloom. The
lockdown has offered us some much-needed time
to prioritise our mental health and rethink some of
the choices we made. During this break we’ve had
a chance to re-evaluate our lives and adjust many
aspects of our routines, roles and goals to make
sure this year isn’t completely a write off.
Remaining stagnant is simply not an option and being
agile has been at the centre of many great success
stories from this scary period. If there’s one thing we
know about our country and the people in it, it’s that
we are resilient, and creativity is in our veins.
REINVENT
The world around us changed as people hid
behind masks, adhered to social distancing and
adapted to a new way of living. We’ve seen many
industries adjust and reinvent the way they do
business in order to survive. But we’ve also seen
how some magazines we loved to read have now
been taken off the shelves and shut down for good.
Restaurants, shops and places we used to love
visiting also shut down and many companies have
had to close their doors due to the impact of the
COVID-19 global lockdown. When companies are
not able to adjust or reinvent themselves or how
they do business, the results have not been great.
Similarly, if we are not able to adjust and reinvent
ourselves, the results will be less than satisfying.

It’s easy to get swallowed up in
all the darkness of COVID-19 and
hold on to the past, especially
when we’re all still discovering
what ‘the new normal’ means
exactly. None of us know how long
we will be dealing with COVID-19
for, but because time does not
stand still it’s important that we
make every moment count as we
claim back our 2020.
NEW WAY
In the beginning of the year a lot of us had plans.
Reaching our goal weight, getting that role at
work that we’ve been eyeing, making that big
purchase we’ve been dreaming about for years,
getting a distinction for that subject and even
something as simple as spending more time with
those who mean the most to us. If you, like many
of us, have not achieved these goals yet, it doesn’t
mean you’re a failure. It just means we have an
opportunity now to find a new way to achieve
those goals. We may need to be creative in how
we go about this, but it is definitely worth it once
you start seeing the results of all the hard work.

POSITIVE MINDSET
A positive mindset is the first step to taking charge
of what’s left of 2020. When we revisit our 2020
resolutions and goals from a positive lens, we are
able to come up with fantastic ideas on how we
can still achieve our goals by finding new ways to
tackle them. This also requires us to rethink how
we do things and reinvent ourselves in order to
meet our goals.
READJUST
Even as we ease back into the swing of things it’s
important to remember that we still are facing a
pandemic and need to stay safe. There are many
ways we can adjust our goals to make sure we still
meet them. The only opportunities we miss are
the ones we don’t take, so when you give yourself
a chance and find new ways to do things, the
possibilities are endless. The biggest investment
you will ever make is in yourself, make sure you
give it your best shot. Happy 2020!

HOW I’VE
REINVENTED
MYSELF TO
MEET MY
GOALS?

REACHING MY GOAL WEIGHT
I have signed up to free workout sessions from
some trainers on social media, and I join these
workouts from home. It requires more discipline,
but it’s allowed me to meet new people and a new
community of people with the same goal.
SPENDING MORE TIME WITH THOSE CLOSEST TO ME
During lockdown we were unable to visit family
and friends, but phone calls and messaging
became a norm. I now schedule weekly calls with
my grandmother, and have groups where I chat to
my cousins and friends speaking to some more
often now than I used to.
GETTING A STEP CLOSER TO THAT PROMOTION
I found free online classes where I have been
able to increase my knowledge and impress my
colleagues. I also follow more industry accounts
on social media and gain knowledge from these.
BUYING MY FIRST HOME
I’ve increased my savings because of all the
money I saved on petrol as I work from home
and takeaways during lunch time, and all those
snacks I’d buy on the road. I’ve learnt that every
bit counts, especially with money and with every
cent I save I get closer to being able to buy my
own home.

WORDS: XOLELWA PONA
PHOTO: FREEPIK.COM

#BeMore

SELFBELIEVING
BELIEVING IN YOURSELF IS THE
BEST THING THAT YOU CAN DO FOR
YOURSELF AND YOUR SELF-ESTEEM.

CAN YOU TAKE CRITICISM WITHOUT FEELING LIKE YOUR
WORK IS BEING UNDERMINED?
Some people excel in things not only because of
their capabilities but because they are trying to
prove themselves to people who did not believe
in their talent or skill. They do not believe in
themselves fully and one comment on their work
could throw them and drag their self-esteem to the
ground.
Others may be high achievers and set very high
expectations for themselves. When they struggle to
reach these goals they feel demotivated, as if they
are not good enough.
This can lead to someone feeling like they
have been a fraud all their life and that their
achievements happened just by luck - which
isn’t true!
IMPOSTER SYNDROME
Imposter syndrome is a psychological pattern. It
is when someone doubts their accomplishments
or talents and continually fears being exposed as
a “fraud”.
Imposter syndrome can also be caused by gender,
ethnic or race stereotypes. For instance, if women
are constantly directed to a certain career path and
then find themselves in spaces like science and
engineering they could become demotivated, be
looked down, on which makes them feel like they
are not good enough.

HOW TO OVERCOME IMPOSTER SYNDROME
Acknowledge your feelings and understand that
they are valid. Ask yourself why you are feeling
this way. Develop a plan on how you can deal with
these feelings. There is no quick fix to imposter
syndrome but it can be dealt with one step at a
time. Understand your weakness and strengths.
Once you do you will be able to set reasonable and
achievable standards for yourself. When you fail you
will also be able to understand why.
Celebrate your successes knowing that it is your
abilities and skills that made them happen. They
are your own therefore you must own them and not
down play yourself. Keep a record of your suc
GIVE SUPPORT
If you are a parent, guardian or a teacher it’s
important that you affirm a child and validate their
work and dreams. This helps them to build their
self-esteem and they will grow up to be individuals
who believe in themselves. They also won’t be
demoralised by failures.

WHERE TO GET HELP
Bumb’INGOMSO Call Centre
0800 555 558
Masithethe Counselling Services
(Free face-to-face counselling):
043 722 2000

WORDS: XOLELWA PONA
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THE WORLD AS WE KNOW IT HAS
BECOME A NIGHTMARE FOR MANY.
CORONAVIRUS HAS DISRUPTED OUR
LIVES AND HAS TAKEN SO MUCH
FROM PEOPLE. EVERY SECOND
PERSON IS GRIEVING A LOSS,
WHETHER OF A JOB, A LOVED ONE
OR JUST THE FREEDOM TO BE.

LOSS
The Eastern Cape is one of the hardest hit
provinces with well over 3,000 COVID-19
related deaths. This means some have lost
relatives, friends or colleagues in just a short
space of time and also some have possibly
lost not just one loved one but many. The
province is one of the poorest which has
exacerbated the loss. Most homes in the rural
villages are kept by grandparents who look after
their grandchildren while parents are in other
provinces, like Gauteng and the Western Cape,
looking for better employment opportunities.
While those who are still in the province in
informal employment and low income work lost
their jobs due to the lockdown.
GRIEF
Grief is a process and it takes time to mourn.
According to the Swiss Psychiatrist, Elizabeth
Kübler-Ross, there are 5 stages of grief that
people go through. Denial, Anger, Bargaining,
Depression and Acceptance.
Denial is the stage where the news shocks an
individual and they mostly refuse to believe this
new reality. One constantly believes that there
must be a mistake, they are in a dream that they
need to wake up from. Being in denial somehow
helps an individual cope for a short while. When
the person finally gets over this stage that is
when the healing process starts.

The feelings that were supressed the whole time
start to unravel and anger begins. A person does
not necessarily go through these stages in this
order and they can go back to either one that
they may have passed.
The final stage, acceptance, is when a person
finally accepts the reality and learns to live with
the loss. For others grieving does not end but
they learn to adjust, especially those that have
lost their parents.
SELF-CARE
Anelisa Jezile, a social worker from
Masimanyane Women’s Rights Iinternational
says, “Grieving the loss of a loved one may be
very challenging during this pandemic. However
one needs to find ways of coping with their
losses which is practising self-care, reaching
out to friends and family for support and seek
mental health assistance from an expert. Always
remember that the goal of grieving is to learn
how to love a person in their absence and never
forget that your feelings are valid.”
Going for bereavement counselling is advisable
in order to deal with the loss in a healthier way,
some people are comfortable with confiding in
friends but others prefer talking to strangers or
experts rather.

ISOLATED
The lockdown has forced people to go into
isolation making the mourning process very
difficult. When death in a family happens relatives
and friends go stay or visit the bereaved family
on a daily basis for prayers and just to make
sure that they are not alone in that difficult time.
However, with the lockdown evening prayers are
prohibited and funerals can only accommodate up
to 100 people following strict health restrictions
to make sure that people do not infect each other
with the virus. When it was just 50 people it was
usually made up of just family members and some
weren’t even able to make it.
MENTAL HEALTH
People have not only lost their loved ones but
their lives and routines have been disturbed
immensely. The lockdown forced everyone who
was not an essential worker to stay indoors and
only leave the house when necessary – for food
and healthcare. Some health workers also advised
only taking babies to the clinics for immunisations.
No social gatherings, family visits and outings
were allowed which was particularly difficult
when family members were ill. For some this also
meant staying locked up with their abusers and
being far away from help and support structures.
Young people could not go be with their friends
and young children could not go play with their
friends as well. This had a huge impact on
people’s mental health.

TRAUMATISED
Over 80,000 people in the Eastern Cape have
recovered which is wonderful. But those who have
been diagnosed with the virus and recovered feel
like they escaped death by a whisker and are
somewhat still traumatised by the fact that some
of their peers and family members did not make it.
Others feel particularly responsible for the deaths
of their loved ones. This is because there is still
so much stigma linked to the virus. We also know
that in our communities stigma meant that some
families hid the fact that a relative died due to
COVID-19. This sadly puts other people at risk and
we need to be able to talk more openly about this.
THE FUTURE
The world is still battling the pandemic and in some
countries the second wave of infections is higher
than the first. Here in South Africa our number of
new infections and deaths is decreasing which
gives hope that at least the worst is over. Ours is to
find ways to cope and move on from the horror that
was the past months whilst making sure that we do
not let our guard down otherwise we will certainly
see a huge new spike in infections. We also need to
find healthy ways of dealing with the new normal.
Socialising is so important for our mental health
and the healing process of dealing with loss but we
need to do this in a safe and responsible manner
for the time being. This pandemic has also taught
us that life is short and that we must enjoy it and be
able to follow our dreams and do what is important
and what makes one happy.

GET SUPPORT
BumbÍNGOMSO Call Centre: 0800 555 558
Masithethe Counselling Services: 043 722 2000
Childline: 08000 55555

WORDS: LINDOKUHLE MSELE

WE
THINK
GENDER IS A SIMPLE
CONCEPT BUT…

WHEN A CHILD IS BORN THE FIRST QUESTION
PEOPLE USUALLY ASK IS, “BOY OR GIRL?”.
BASED ON THE ANSWER, PEOPLE THEN DECIDE
WHETHER THE CHILD SHOULD WEAR PINK OR
BLUE, DRESSES OR PANTS, AND ENJOY PLAYING
WITH DOLLS OR CLIMBING TREES WHEN THEY
ARE OLDER. BUT, IT IS NOT THAT SIMPLE,
AND MANY PEOPLE EXIST AND RELATE ON
DIFFERENT LEVELS ON THE SCALES: TAKE A
LOOK AT THE GENDERBREAD PERSON.

GENDER IDENTITY
This is how we see ourselves based on what we
know about gender and how much we relate
with the gender options. We know that gender
identities are formed around the age of three
and are not likely to change after that age.
Identity is formed and affected by hormones
and environment just as much as it is by
biological sex.
Do you think you fit better into the role of
“woman” or “man”, or does neither ring true for
you? Do you have parts of your identity that align
more with a bit of both? Or do you consider your
gender to fall completely outside of these gender
norms? This answer is your gender identity.
Issues often arise when someone is given a
gender based on their sex at birth that doesn’t fit
with how they come to identify themselves.
GENDER EXPRESSION
This is how you show your gender. It’s the way
you act, clothing you wear, grooming and other
things that you show to the world, whether
intentional or not. Others will interpret your
gender expression based on traditional gender
norms. The common words used to describe
expression are masculine and feminine, but,
those are not the only two. Androgynous is
neither feminine nor masculine but has some of
both characteristics.

SEX (equipment under the hood)
These are the physical characteristics you
are born with – your reproductive anatomy
or “biology”: organs, hormones and
chromosomes. Simply put, being female
means having a vagina, ovaries, two X
chromosomes, mostly estrogen, and being
able to grow a baby. Being male means
having testes, a penis, an XY chromosome
configuration, mostly testosterone, and the
ability to put a baby into a female. Inter-sex
means any combination of the above.
ATTRACTION
Sexual orientation is all about who you are
physically, spiritually, and emotionally attracted to.
Attraction can be romantic or sexual. Romantic
attraction is an emotional response to a person
and the desire for a socially intimate relationship
that includes flirting, dating or marriage. Sexual
attraction is the desire to have a physically
intimate relationship such as touching, kissing or
intercourse with someone. One can be romantically
attracted to someone, but not sexually attracted to
them and vice versa.
PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
Gender identity, gender expression, biological
sex, and sexual orientation are independent of
one another, so they are not connected. People’s
sexual orientation doesn’t determine their gender
expression. And their gender expression isn’t
determined by their gender identity.

And their gender identity isn’t determined by
their biological sex. Those things certainly affect
and are related to one another, but they do not
determine one another.
GENDER IS OFTEN OVER SIMPLIFIED.
People tend to label others thinking that once
they know one part of a human that they know
all about other aspects including their gender
and sexuality. But, gender evolves and changes
throughout a person’s life. So it’s important to
remember that we are all unique and to stop
attaching labels and boxing others.

FIND OUT MORE
Call 0800 555 558
and 043 721 0055
www.bumbingomso.co.za

The Genderbread Person
Gender is one of those things everyone thinks they understand, but most people don’t. Gender isn’t binary. It’s not
either/or. In many cases it’s both/and. A bit of this, a dash
of that. This tasty little guide is meant to be an appetizer
for gender understanding. It’s okay if you’re hungry for
more after reading it. In fact, that’s the idea.

Identity

is how you, in your head, experience
and define your gender, based on how much
you align (or don’t align) with what you
understand the options for gender to be.

Attraction

is how you find yourself feeling drawn
(or not drawn) to some other people,
in sexual, romantic, and/or other ways
(often categorized within gender).

Expression

is how you present gender (through your actions,
clothing, and demeanor, to name a few), and how those
presentations are viewed based on social expectations.

Sex

is the physical traits you’re born with or develop that
we think of as “sex characteristics,” as well as the
sex you are assigned at birth.

We can think about all these things as
existing on continuums, where a lot of people
might see themselves as existing somewhere
between 0 and 100 on each
means a lack of what’s on the right side

personality traits, jobs, hobbies, likes,
dislikes, roles, expectations
common GENDER IDENTITY things

Identity
Gender

style, grooming, clothing, mannerisms,
affect, appearance, hair, make-up
common GENDER EXPRESSION things

body hair, chest, hips, shoulders, hormones
penis, vulva, chromosomes, voice pitch
common ANATOMICAL SEX things

Expression Sex
Sexual Orientation

Typically based solely on external genitalia present at birth
(ignoring internal anatomy, biology, and change throughout
life), Sex Assigned At Birth (SAAB) is key for distinguishing
between the terms “cisgender” (whenSAAB aligns with
gender identity) and “transgender” (when it doesn’t).

and/or (a/o)

Genderbread Person Version 4 created and uncopyrighted 2017 by Sam Killermann

For a bigger bite, read more at www.genderbread.org

MUSIC

BOOKS

Record label: Warner Records

HOTTEST
TUNES

KWAZET
[Dr. Bone Ft
Zakwe]
Review by AJSB

Dr. Bone and Zakwe come together on this collaborative single to
honour the classic big hit from Mahlatini & Mahotella Queens. It’s a
great new version of the popular classic that is fresh whilst being
respectful and authentic to the original. It will also get you moving
just like it always did and it’s packed with heart and plenty of joy. I
loved this reinvention and hope you do too. Happiness!

Publisher: Harper Collins

BOOKS TO LOSE YOURSELF IN

THE UNTEACHABLES
[Gordon Korman]

A class of misfits is teamed up
with a teacher who is just waiting
it out for retirement and no longer
interested in teaching. Can anyone
learn anything in this kind of
environment where bad attitudes
compete with each other? In the
end teamwork and caring for one
another leads to success. This fun,
laugh-a-minute book has a great
message and is well worth a read.
We are giving away this copy so
drop us a WhatsApp (083 601
8227) and tell us why you want to
read this book.

OFFERS MUCH NEEDED HOPE
AND HAPPINESS
The #JerusalemaDanceChallenge comes from the
gospel inspired house music hit song, Jerusalema
by Master KG and Nomcebo Zikode.
The popular track secured over 150 Million
YouTube views and it is also the most Shazamed
song globally. The song received local and
international success and as a result, a dance
challenge began when a group of friends in Angola
recorded a candid clip of their choreography to the
song. Different corners of the world have joined
with excitement over the dance challenge.
In the words of President Cyril Ramaphosa:
“There can be no better celebration of our South
African-ness than joining the global phenomenon
that is the Jerusalema dance challenge”. In a
nutshell, Jerusalema has provided much needed
breathing space and joy in a time of gloom within
COVID-19.

ART

PURE
POETRY

ABOUT THE POET
KUHLE SICATSHA (18)
Greetings, I am currently a grade 12 learner at
East London Secondary School. I am a cheerful
and confident person and a good leader. A
motivational speaker, poet and writer. I live by
the motto of God first in my life and all else
shall follow, whilst remembering to stay safe,
awesome and happy always.

WE’RE NOT SURE WHAT
YOU WANT US TO SAY
BY KUHLE SICATSHA

We’re not sure what you want us to say
When a man as a father and husband comes
home drunk and ill-treats his wife and kids
When there’s a man who wakes up one
morning and decides to kill and hang his
pregnant wife
When there’s a teenager out of anger,
frustration and misunderstanding stabs his
class teacher
When there’s a man who decides to rape
and kill a university student in a work place

We are not sure what you want us to say
When we all gather around and watch in
silence while all is going wrong and our land
is turning into ruins
But we are doing absolutely nothing
Yet we sing our national anthem with joy and
pride ‘sounds the call to come together and
united we shall stand’
So, are we not meant to work together?
Grow together and be united as a rainbow
nation

We’re not sure what you want us to say
Congratulations to South Africa for being
Why are we keeping our country bound in
one of the top ten countries with the highest chains when we were given the keys to our
crime rate
freedom?
We’re not sure what you want us to say
When you exhibit your cruel lifestyles in front
of us on a daily basis
And then you say you expect so much more
from the youth of South Africa

Why are we constantly making things worse
when we are most capable of making them
better?

How far are we supposed to go before we
realise that we are becoming strangers in
What are you teaching the young people?
our own land?
What future are you building for the youth of How far are we supposed to go before we
South Africa?
realise that we are becoming monsters in
What seed are you planting within us that
our own country?
we are supposed to reap in the near future?
How many people are to lose their lives
When you murder the people of your own
before we realise that people’s lives actually
kind
matter?
When you steal from the homes and pockets
of the people of your own country
Many people have been through terrifying
When you rape the young and old women of incidences in their communities
your own country
Many people now live in constant fear just
When you abuse the young and old of your because of all this destruction and chaos
own country
Countless words have already been said
Can’t you see??
All we need to do is take action and change
That you are demolishing the future of your the mindset of society
own kind
Change starts from within, and it starts with
You are destroying the future of your own
you and me
people
Besides that we’re not sure what you want
You are jeopardising the future of your own us to say...
nation

HAVE A POEM TO SHARE?
Send your poem with a short paragraph about
yourself, a photo and your contact details to:
WhatsApp 083 601 8227

MASKED
BUT ON
THE MOVE

PHOTOS: 0077 MULTI-MEDIA
CLOTHING: JAM CLOTHING
HAIR: OWN HAIR
LOCATION: EAST LONDON
STYLIST: UNOLALI
MAKEUP: NUVO INK PTY LTD
MODELS
AMANDA JALI
LUYOLO NKUNGWINI
OCEAN MASICOTHOZE
LONDEKA NTSHABA
SIBUSISO RAHEEM SLATSHA

LUYOLO NKUNGWINI (23) MDANTSANE

STYLE: Casual and simple.
FASHION TRENDS: Too complex! Wear what you want to wear to
be able to express who you really are through fashion.
STYLE ICON: Shaun Stylist… he knows how to mix.
TIP: Wear what you can afford

SIBUSISO RAHEEM SLATSHA (27) QUIGNEY

STYLE: Anything hippie with a touch of vintage… also bold and bright
colours that suit my personality.
FASHION TRENDS: I like how fashion has a touch of vintage now.
The quality keeps getting better and there’s colour which brings life and
light into the room.
STYLE ICON: Ashley Weston - she dresses people like Chadwick
Boseman. She understands the personalities of the people she’s
dressing and complements them well.
TIP: Understand yourself and you’ll be able to dress yourself. Comfort
brings confidence.

LONDEKA NTSHABA (23) MDANTSANE

STYLE: Chic. It describes my persona.
FASHION TRENDS: Fun, funky, young and dramatic. Appeals to
someone who’s confident about showing their skin and is unapologetic.
STYLE ICON: Lerato Kganyago - whatever she puts on looks
sophisticated and presentable.
TIP: Know your body size and what suits you. Have a white shirt in your
collection because it doesn’t go out of date and always accessorize.

OCEAN MASICOTHOZE (20) EL

STYLE: Formal casual wear. My style represents my confidence.
FASHION TRENDS: Creativity. It’s all about local brands and
colourful clothes that represent African ethnicity.
STYLE ICON: I am my own style icon. I wear what I want and feel
comfortable wearing it, not what I’ve seen someone else wear.
TIP: Don’t wear something you are uncomfortable with just because
you want to be trendy. Wear what you can afford and be creative with it.

AMANDA JALI (23) KZN BUT STUDYING IN EL

STYLE: It defines my personality - bubbly and shy
at the same time
FASHION TRENDS: Beautiful and full of life. Most of the time I
think that fashion is a bit too much for me
as I’m a bit old school.
STYLE ICON: Thulisile Phongolo - sexy, yet decent
TIP: Be sure to wear what matches your character, because clothes
talk for you before you open your mouth!

WORDS: APHIWE NTLEMEZA
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YOUR CV
EVER THOUGHT ABOUT LYING SO
YOU HAVE A BETTER CHANCE
AT GETTING THAT JOB? THE
SIMPLE ANSWER IS DO NOT DO IT.
LYING ON YOUR CV IS NOT ONLY
UNETHICAL, BUT ALSO HAS LEGAL
IMPLICATIONS FOR YOU.

RESEARCH INDICATES THAT AS MANY AS
50% OF WORK-SEEKERS LIE ON THEIR
CURRICULUM VITAE (CV), AND A LOT OF
THOSE, INCLUDING HIGH PROFILE PEOPLE,
HAVE LOST THEIR JOBS WHEN THE LIE IS
DISCOVERED.
Also most people don’t lie to get a job;
they do it to win an interview. People often
lie about or exaggerate their experience,
previous salaries or qualifications. They
hide career gaps and reasons for leaving
previous employment. Some even lie about
their references. Employers nearly always
call these to check on details so this is where
many work-seekers are caught in a lie.
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SELLING YOURSELF
AND LYING
Human resources professionals say that the
‘Education’ and ‘Employment’ sections of a
CV are often where they find embellishments,
exaggerations or outright falsehoods. People
often exaggerate job titles, job duties, and
falsify references.
Work-seekers lie for many reasons; desperation,
greed or feeling not good enough. Adding a year
or two’s experience here and there to land the
interview for the job you really want might seem
like an innocent twisting of the truth, but it is
unethical, it can also land you in legal hot water
and cost you that job.

When you are applying for a job or going for an
interview, it is important to sell yourself; highlight
your strengths and achievements and put
your best foot forward. You are good enough!
Be proud of the good work you have done,
the qualifications you have or the skills and
experience you gained, and remember to only
take credit for things you actually did.
WHAT HAPPENS IF YOU GET CAUGHT LYING?
The employer may immediately reject your job
application if you are still in the recruitment
process.
They might also blacklist your name with
recruitment agencies and other companies in
the industry.
If they find out while you’re on the job, it
could result in immediate dismissal and fraud
charges.
In extreme cases, you might even face
prosecution and imprisonment.
Also consider the personal effects, the shame
and humiliation you may feel when your
friends, family and co-workers find out.
The new National Qualifications Framework
Amendment Act 2019, recently signed by
President Cyril Ramaphosa, means prospective
students or job seekers could face up to 5 years
in jail for lying about their qualifications. Under
this new law, lying about your qualifications
on platforms such as LinkedIn, Facebook and
Twitter could also lead to jail time.

EMPLOYERS KNOW YOU ARE LYING…
The employer may realise you’re unable to
carry out the role sufficiently. This will raise their
suspicions and lead to an investigation.
In certain industries, like the financial sector,
civil society organisations, prison service
or when working with children or vulnerable
people, employers carry out rigid checks on
all new staff. So, you won’t get past the strict
screening process.
Experienced hiring managers have seen it all
before. They know the key areas that jobseekers
are most likely to tell lies about. And, in the age
of the internet and social media, they can quickly
uncover the truth.
STRESS
Ultimately you’ll have to live with the stress,
uncertainty and daily risk of knowing that what
you’ve done is wrong. You’ll constantly be
looking over your shoulder and worrying that
you’ll be caught out.

HOW TO WRITE A WINNING CV
Your CV is the first engagement that an employer
has with you, so make sure you sell yourself.
Your CV should be neat and professional.
Describe where you’ve worked, where you went
to school and your skills and qualifications.
Your CV must appeal to the types of employers
and vacancies that you are applying to.
There are a few common CV mistakes that lead to
rejections. Don’t sell yourself short. Take credit for
things you actually did, but do not downplay your
role in success or as a team member either.
Just because you feel others played a greater
role than you in achieving it, it doesn’t mean you
were not a key part of making it a success. Other
mistakes include, using an unprofessional email
address, and not tailoring your CV to the job.
Ensure that your CV meets the needs of the
specific job you are applying for. If you’ve recently
worked on a social media campaign, it’s not
enough to just mention you ran the brand’s Twitter
account, focus instead on how you increased
the following or engagement of that account
and helped them reach to a newer audience.
Remember, volunteering also counts towards your
skills and experience – don’t forget to include it in
your CV!

HELP WITH YOUR CV
CREATE OR UPDATE YOUR CV BY USING FREE
ONLINE RESOURCES THAT HELP YOU MAKE A
CUSTOM CV.
Harambee: Visit youth resources on
https://harambee.datafree.co/ and download
a CV template.
There are also Google documents, so you can
edit and update your CV on your phone.

NOW IS THE TIME
TO RE-INVENT, TAKE
MATTERS INTO YOUR
OWN HANDS AND
CREATE ECONOMIC
OPPORTUNITIES FOR
YOURSELF.
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ECONOMIC SELF-EMPOWERMENT
We are witnessing increased unemployment, but
also seeing global technological developments
that support ambitious individuals who are keen to
create economic empowerment for themselves.
Cell-phones, computers, smart devices and the
internet help people find work opportunities for
themselves quickly and easily. Many have been
encouraged to enter what has been termed the
“Gig economy” – a labour market that consists
of freelancers and independent contractors
rather than permanent jobs. Businesses have
also seen the value of gig workers. More
companies are choosing not to hire permanent
staff for certain jobs they need done. Instead
they use freelancers and suppliers, whether it
be to clean the office once a week, or provide
admin and marketing services remotely and any
other of the multiple job functions companies
need done.
Across the world there is a growing group of
people who are doing it themselves; they are
“hustling” by selling a wide range of products
and services. They prefer flexibility and work
according to their own objectives. They don’t
work for a boss or a company but tap into a free
market system, crafting and becoming in charge
of their own economic destiny.

THINGS A HUSTLER NEEDS?
Firstly, a hustler must develop a GREAT
product or be able to offer a service to sell in a
market where there is a gap and a client base.
Write down what you are selling and how and
where you plan to sell your product or service.
Secondly, doing it yourself means being proactive, looking for opportunities all over,
consistency in the product you offer and an allround positive attitude to achieve your vision.
Yes, there will be obstacles, but determination,
belief and perseverance should overcome
these hurdles.
Thirdly, you need to set realistic and SMART
goals which are Specific, Measurable,
Attainable, Relevant and Time-bound. For
example, keep a diary of tasks you need to
complete daily that assist you with your work
and expand your hustle.
Lastly, great hustlers must know how to save
and re-invest what they make in marketing
and finding more opportunities to grow their
business or increase their work opportunities.

WHERE DO YOU START?
Using free online services to
find customers and market
your product is a great place
to start. An example of such
a service in the East London
region is dreamXchange –
a web portal that connects
people with other people,
creating a space where
anyone can share work
opportunities, training and
tools of the trade, to enable
hustlers to become selfempowered.
The portal is free to use
and is great for marketing
your product or service to a
large audience of potential
customers. Register for free at
www.dreamXchange.co.za.

Get Informed Get Learning
Find information
about studying,
work and workreadiness

Build and improve
your skills to get
ready for the
workplace

Get Connected
Build your CV to
connect with
employers and
opportunities

Sign-up at www.jobstarter.co.za

ENTREPRENEUR
WORDS: SIBONGILE PORTIA JONAS
PHOTO: SUPPLIED

CLOTHING BRAND
SHOWS LOVE TO
THE EASTERN CAPE
LOYISO MAYEDWA (27) IS A YOUNG
CREATIVE ENTREPRENEUR FROM
MDANTSANE. HE IS MOTIVATED BY HIS
LOVE FOR FINE ART, MUSIC AND THE
EASTERN CAPE.

BEGINNINGS
Loyiso was born in Vosloorus near Johannesburg,
but together with his three siblings moved to
Mdantsane after his parent’s divorce, and was
raised by his grandparents. He recalls his family
struggling and living off his grandparents pension,
“but somehow they made it all work,” he says.
After completing school, he enrolled in a threeyear course in electrical engineering at the Saint
Anthony Education Center. Like many others
he faced financial difficulties, and at the same
time his grandmother fell ill so he never finished
his studies. But it was during these challenging
times that he started creating his brand Iphondo.
BUILDING THE BRAND
Loyiso started his business with just three
printed t-shirts and his brothers help to promote
the brand. He used all of his money to get the
business going and to grow it. It was when he
sold 80 t-shirts in less than two weeks that he
started seeing a possible end to his struggles.
“I started making money off the brand Iphondo,
so I dedicated my time to the business. People
also started asking me to print the logo on
their own traditional wear and hoodies and this
motivated me a lot.”
Working with a team of five young black creatives,
Loyiso’s business is set to continue to take
Eastern Cape fashion by storm.

LOCKDOWN BRAND
His business took a knock during lockdown, but
seeking a turnaround strategy he created a sub
brand called ‘igqabi’, a slang term for money.
“People loved the slang name and started
supporting the brand again.”
BEHIND THE NAME - IPHONDO?
The name came about while I was contemplating
the significance of the Eastern Cape in my life.
The province means a lot to me. This is where I
found myself…in Johannesburg I was lost. The
name Iphondo represents me finding my cultural
pride of being a Xhosa man.
FUTURE PLANS?
I want to see the business grow and expand.
ADVICE FOR OTHER YOUNG ENTREPRENEURS?
Be confident in what you do. Many young people
think that migrating to another province might
help them grow. But even though there may be
insufficient resources available to small business
the Eastern Cape can help your business grow.
SOME OF THE COMMUNITY INITIATIVES YOU DO?
I work with young up and coming models. I help
them build their portfolio and hey help build my
brand and in turn I help build theirs.
WHAT DO YOU DO FOR FUN?
I enjoy drawing a lot, and spending time
with my family.

SCENE ON THE
STREET

COVID-19
MOMENTS
WORDS & PHOTOS: KAY LANI

KAY LANI HAD A CHAT
WITH YOUNG PEOPLE
ABOUT THEIR CRAZY,
EMBARRASING COVID-19
MOMENTS - WE’VE ALL
HAD THEM!

KWAMILA VANI (20)
STUDENT:
MDANTSANE

ANATHI MATSHABANE (18)
NEWS READER:
MDANTSANE

One crazy thing that
happened to me in
this new virtual way
of doing things is
that I had a meeting
with my supervisor
- I volunteer at one
of the BCM media
houses - I mistakenly
forgot to mute my mic.
This was while one of
my colleagues was
presenting something
and guess what? I said
something that I was
not supposed to say!
Lol. Alright maybe I
was supposed to say
it but they were not
supposed to have
heard it!

As simple as these COVID-19
regulations are it is quite
challenging to adapt to them.
I remember this one morning
when I woke up and rushed
to an interview. I was already
running late only to find out
when I was more than 15
minutes away from home that
I had forgotten my mask!
I freaked out. My options
were to be even later,
purchase a new mask but
the problem was I was broke,
so I had to come up with a
back-up plan. Which was
unfolding the polar-neck I
wore to cover my nose and
mouth…so embarrassing.
People looked at me like I’d
gone mad but luckily this
lady came through for me and
gave me a disposable mask. I
can’t forget that day and now
I make sure I have a mask in
all my handbags-just in case!

ASIVE SIBENZA (24)
COMMUNITY
DEVELOPER:
SOUTHERNWOOD
Honestly I am not
someone who is really
into this digital world
and social media
vibes, but I had to
adapt. I work as a
project coordinator
for a youth based
company so Microsoft
Teams has become
my friend. I’d have
meetings for hours
in the comfort of my
home. But I remember
this one time I had a
meeting with my choir
members on Skype
- I’m not used to or
familiar with it. Anyhow
I was with my nephew
who made a lot of
noise to the point that
I was cut off the call as
I couldn’t mute myself.
So I missed everything
that was said!

MFUNDO GQO (23)
ACTOR:
ZALARA (KWT)
I remember the date
in July well ‘coz it was
the most embarrassing
moment for me ever.
I was in a presentation
on Microsoft Teams.
In the middle of
presentation I lost
network and I had to
go around looking
for network in the
house. Mistakenly
I bumped into my
granny whilst she
was eating porridge.
Well, she yelled at me
in front of “phambi
kwabantu” imagine the
embarrassment. The
entire class had heard
everything and my
fellow classmates were
laughing so much at
the situation.

HEALTH ISSUES

HEALTH
CHECKS
A LARGE PART OF KEEPING
HEALTHY IS GETTING REGULAR
HEALTH CHECK-UPS TO CATCH
ANY ILLNESS EARLY AND TO
GET TREATED QUICKLY.

THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC HAS SHOWN US
THAT IT IS REALLY IMPORTANT TO TAKE
CHARGE OF YOUR HEALTH AND KEEP YOUR
IMMUNE SYSTEM WORKING AT ITS BEST.
WHY ARE REGULAR HEALTH CHECKS NECESSARY?
To reduce your risk of getting sick
Help spot harmful life-threatening health
conditions early
Increase the chance of treatment working and
being cured
To limit complications by closely monitoring
existing health conditions
Help improve your health and increase your
life span
PREVENTIVE HEALTH SCREENING CHECKLIST
Annual wellness visit - Family history, blood
pressure, body mass index (BMI), physical
exam, preventive screening, counselling.
Cancer screenings - Breast, cervical, testicular,
prostate, skin and colorectal
Sensory screenings - Eyesight, hearing (if you
have symptoms)
Immunizations- HPV, Haemophilus Influenza
Type B, MMR, Influenza, Tetanus and Diphtheria

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THE
HPV VACCINATION
HPV is common and can be passed through
any kind of sexual contact with another person
who already has it.
Most people do not know they have the HPV as
they have no symptoms.
The HPV vaccine is offered to 12 and 13-yearolds in schools.
To be fully protected two doses of the HPV
vaccine are given. The second dose is normally
given 6 to 12 months after the first dose.
The vaccine helps protect against cancers
caused by HPV such as cervical cancer and
some mouth, throat, anal and genital cancers as
well as genital warts.
If you’ve missed your HPV vaccination speak to
a health professional to get it.
The HPV vaccination can still be given until the
age of 25.

STICK TO YOUR MEDS
If you have HIV, TB or any other health condition
chronic medication:
helps your immune system stay strong to fight
infections off and keep you healthy for many
years.
reduces the amount of virus or bacteria in the
blood, body fluids and organs. If you skip your
meds even once in a while, you are giving HIV
the chance to multiply rapidly.
reduces your chances of giving HIV or TB to
others if taken as prescribed.
helps prevent drug resistance which develops
when the virus changes its form or mutates
and then it no longer responds to certain
medication.
VISITS
At you regular visits you can discuss your meds
with your health care provider. This allows you
to gain knowledge on your condition, correct
medication doses, identify problems you have
taking your medication and discuss side-effects
or drug to drug interactions because some meds
may not work well with other medication you may
be taking.
You can go to your nearest Department of Health
facility for a health screening, the HPV vaccination
and also to top up your chronic medication and
contraceptives. Remember health facilities are
open throughout the Lockdown.

HEALTH ISSUES

DRINKING
CULTURE
ALCOHOL IS THE MOST
COMMONLY ABUSED SUBSTANCE
IN THE WORLD AND SOUTH
AFRICANS ARE AMONGST THE
BIGGEST DRINKERS.

BINGE DRINKERS
We are the 6th heaviest drinkers in the world,
according to a World Health Organization report
and most of our drinkers are classified as “binge
drinkers”. This means, having four to five drinks
within in one sitting, or more than one drink
within an hour. But a liver can only process about
one drink an hour so this really puts a strain on
your body and you are likely to get drunk faster.
WHY IS THIS?
During apartheid, farmworkers in the Cape
Winelands were often paid in alcohol in what
was called “the dop system”. The harmful
legacy of that system is still common and sadly
the Western Cape, has the highest rate of Foetal
Alcohol Syndrome (FAS) in the world. This is
when mothers continue to drink when they are
pregnant causing their babies to be born with
developmental issues.
Poverty along with a lack of job and social
opportunities in many communities contribute
to high levels of drinking especially when
shebeens and taverns are seen as the only
places to have fun.

THE IMPACT
Alcohol causes long term damage to the heart,
liver, lungs, kidneys and brain. It can also lead
to all forms of violence, accidents, suicides and
trauma.
Alcohol is linked to approximately 62 000 deaths
a year, more than half of accidents that occur, and
61% of femicides in South Africa.
EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL
People who drink heavily over a long period of
time are also more likely to develop all sorts of
illnesses including: pneumonia, TB, Pancreatitis
(severe stomach pain, vomiting and nausea),
ulcers, haemorrhoids, constipation, internal
bleeding and cancers (mouth, throat, oesophagus,
colon or liver).

SEVERE ALCOHOL ABUSE CAN
ALSO CAUSE PERMANENT DAMAGE
TO THE BRAIN THAT AFFECTS YOUR
MEMORY, REDUCES YOUR ABILITY
TO THINK CLEARLY OR TO MAKE
RATIONAL CHOICES.

CALL FOR HELP
If you are addicted to alcohol and
your drinking means you cannot work,
remember things or are spending
money you don’t have then you need
professional help.
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
0861 HELP AA (435-722)
South African Depression and Anxiety
Group (SADAG) 0800 21 22 23
Department of Social Development
Substance Abuse 24hr helpline
0800 12 13 14 / SMS 32312
Suicide Crisis Line 0800 567 567

WORDS & PHOTO: UNOLALI

LEADERSHIP
& YOUTH
REINVENTED

LOCKDOWN HAS GIVEN US AN OPPORTUNITY
TO RETHINK, REBRAND AND REINVENT OUR
THEMES OF CELEBRATIONS, ENGAGEMENTS
AND PERSONAL INTERACTIONS. IT’S ALSO
FORCED US TO REARRANGE OUR LIVES AND
TO ADAPT TO THIS NEW WAY OF LIVING.
SOME OF OUR MENTORS AND MEMBERS
HAVE REALLY THRIVED REINVENTING
WHAT LEADERSHIP IN THE BUMBÍNGOMSO
LEADERSHIP NETWORK (BLN) MEANS.

RECENTLY, OUR BEHAVIOUR CHANGE
AND COMMUNICATION INTERVENTION
CELEBRATED NINE BLN MEMBERS WHO
HAVE BEEN OUTSTANDING. THEY HAVE
GONE BEYOND THEIR DUTIES AND
RESPONSIBILITIES, TAKING INITIATIVE TO
ENSURE THAT YOUNG PEOPLE, WHETHER
THEY WERE IN SCHOOL, OUT OF SCHOOL
OR COMMUNITY GROUPS, WERE ABLE TO
STAY FOCUSED AND WERE BUSY WITH
POSITIVE WORK DURING THE LOCKDOWN.
We had a chat with them about the effects of
COVID-19 and how they’re planning to flip the
script. This is what they had to say.
FAMILY DYNAMICS
Being confined at home gave us an opportunity
to come closer and appreciate one another more.
Losing my grandmother and going through the
grieving process has been the biggest challenge.
Allowing our vulnerability and pain to draw us
closer to each other has been comforting during
this time.
FRIENDSHIPS
Having grown up in a society where teens center
their lives on friendships and spending lots of
time with friends and now being home so much
has been very challenging. Expectations and
how people support one another has drastically
changed. Low self-esteem and a lack of selfconfidence is on the rise with being home,
isolated from friends and the world as we know it.

COMMUNITIES
The experience of losing a family member
during the lockdown and watching my
community loosing young people to COVID-19
has caused me a lot anxiety. Adapting to
emotionally and spiritually supporting friends
and family has become the only way forward to
keep each other safe.
FEMICIDE
Being a woman in the Eastern Cape during
the pandemic has been a struggle on its own.
Constantly moaning children and our mothers and
friends losing their lives at the hand of men in our
communities has been scary. The fear of going
out to get essentials and the possibility that you
may not return alive continues to haunt us.
There needs to be a shift in Gender Based
Violence conversations. Centering the
conversations around victims instead of the
perpetrators needs to change.
FLIPPING THE SCRIPT
I am planning to register to go back to school
and to get my driver’s licence this year. We have
learnt to enjoy and appreciate family time more.
Sisterhood has achieved a new level of lit - it’s
gone virtual and been a saving grace providing
sanity and mental health for most of us. Driving
positive messages, making time for self-care and
openly talking about how we are feeling through
our groups have been the best form of support.

Nokubonga Mkencele (29) BI Mentor,
Ayabukwa Xuma and Simanye Bani BLN
member and Grade 10 at David Mama High

BEING CONFINED AT
HOME GAVE US AN
OPPORTUNITY TO
COME CLOSER AND
APPRECIATE ONE
ANOTHER MORE.

Phelisa Kewu (28) Lovedale TVET College student, Lusapho Biko
(23) BI Mentor and Lahluma Tini (15) Grade 9 at Thembalethu High

Hlumelo Vellem (15) Grade 10 at East London High, Nandipha
Buyana (28) BI Mentor and Asemahle Dawula (22)
TO JOIN THE Bumb’INGOMSO Leadership Network
Call: 0800 555 558 | @TheBumbingomsoProject
www.bumbingomso.co.za

CHANGEMAKER AKHONA XOTYENI

STUDENT TAKES
THE LEAD IN

ECOACTIVISM
,

A FUTURE SOUTH AFRICAN LEADER
Originally from King Williamstown, Akhona
Xotyeni, recalls her childhood as being “normal”.
She and her sister grew up in a single parent
household, with her mother providing for all their
needs. She says she was an over achiever at
Kingsridge High School, volunteering in old age
homes and involved in recycling drives. Now
she is busy doing her masters in Environmental
Management at Stellenbosch University, and
seeks to become a policy maker selflessly
putting people first.
BECOMING A CHANGE MAKER
In her first year of varsity, Akhona joined many
groups - the United Nations Association of
South Africa Stellenbosch Chapter, the Golden
Key Stellenbosch, Amnesty International
Stellenbosch and was also part of the House
Committee for the Sonol Women’s Residence
focusing on Community outreach. She also
volunteered at the South African Institute for
International Affairs (SAIIA) youth programme,
was a youth panellist at the UN PAGE Ministerial
Conference and a delegate at the Bali Model
United Nations in Indonesia.
WHY DID YOU JOIN ALL OF THESE GROUPS?
I am grateful that these platforms exposed me
to many national and international opportunities
were I was able to advocate for causes I am
passionate about.

WHAT INITIATIVES ARE IMPORTANT TO YOU?
What I have realised is that our goals are ever
changing. I want to be involved in diplomacy,
policy and decision-making at the grassroots but
also at national and at an international level.
CONGRATS ON YOUR AWARDS, TELL US WHAT THEY
MEAN TO YOU?
I am very honoured to be recognised for the
2020 Mail & Guardian 200 Young South Africans,
the Inside Education 100 Shining Stars and
the ABSA Top 100 GradStars. I think these
recognitions have been very humbling and
confirmed that I am on the right path.
ADVICE FOR YOUNG PEOPLE WHO ARE INTERESTED IN
ACTIVISM?
I want to tell other young people that activism
does not start with trends. It is about speaking
up for injustices.
WHAT OTHER ISSUES DO YOU THINK NEED SERIOUS
DIALOGUE AND INTERVENTIONS?
We need more dialogues around climate change
and its effect on our vulnerable communities.
HOBBIES?
My hobbies include reading, watching movies
and documentaries, listening to music, and going
out for ice cream.

WHO INSPIRES YOU?
Many people inspire me, from my mother to a
teller who’s kind at the retail store.
WHERE DO YOU SEE YOURSELF IN THE FUTURE?
I want to become a diplomat and engage in
international affairs and change policies. I also
want to create an eco-village and keep serving
marginalised communities.
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MOST OF US PUT OFF THINGS LIKE
HAVING A WILL AND GETTING OUR
ACCOUNTS AND OTHER PAPER WORK
IN ORDER. BUT WHEN THESE ARE NOT
IN PLACE THAT’S WHEN THINGS BECOME
REALLY HARD FOR OUR LOVED ONES. IT’S
ALSO A LOT EASIER TO BE SCAMMED.

WILLS &
SCAMS

PREPPING FOR DEATH
This is about being realistic that all of us will die,
hopefully not too soon though. So no matter
what age, get all your important papers together
and then do some thinking about who you would
like to get what, if you should happen to die
sooner than planned. And if you have children to
make sure that they will be lovingly and properly
cared for.
TOGETHER WITH LOVED ONES
Help others in your life to do the same - your
folks and grandparents too. This way no one
has to guess what you would want as together
you’ve shared your wishes. You could also chat
about burial versus cremation, organ donation,
type of service and an online memorial page.
Think of it rather as a legacy.
WHERE DO I START?
Create a list that starts with your bank accounts.
If you have investments, policies, pension fund,
funeral policy or if you belong to any society
or stokvel then include all of these. Note down
contact names, numbers and account details
next to each but do NOT put down your pin
number. While doing this take the time to check
that all beneficiary details are up to date. Then
store these in a safe place in your house along
with documentation you have about them and
include your will. Let a trusted person know
where they can find these.

WILLS
You can have a will no matter how much you
have or how little. If you don’t have one the state
will divide your assets between your immediate
family. If they can’t find your relatives your assets
are taken by the state. So it really is best to have
one. You can use a template from a stationery
shop or the internet, have the bank (usually free)
or a lawyer (at a fee) draw one up for you.
FOR A WILL TO BE LEGAL…
You need to sign in full at the end of the will
and initial every page
Two witnesses also need to sign in full and
initial every page
Witnesses must be older than 14-years old
and cannot be beneficiaries - meaning they
can’t get anything you have listed in the will.
SCAMS
There are many fraudsters out there. They make
a living out of scamming people and sadly
funeral cover fraudsters are common. It’s often
only once you try to claim from your policy, that
you’ve been paying for monthly, that you find out
there is no cover or the pay-out isn’t much.

IMPORTANT
Do not pay over cash
and don’t pay anything
unless you’ve seen policy
documentation and been
given time to read through
it. Check for typos, these
are common in fake
papers. Make sure the
company exists and is
reputable, and you know
which insurance company
will be paying out claims.

REPORT FRAUDSTERS AND
TO TELL YOUR FRIENDS AND
FAMILY SO THAT THEY DON’T
ALSO FALL VICTIM TO THE
SAME FRAUDSTER.

YOUR
HEALTH
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JOURNALLING

STARTING A
JOURNAL CAN
HELP YOU TO FOCUS
ON YOUR GOALS, TO
KEEP TABS ON YOUR
HEALTH, TO GET THROUGH
A TOUGH TIME, TO HELP
YOU PROCESS THE MANY
THOUGHTS GOING AROUND IN
YOUR HEAD OR JUST BECAUSE IT
MAKES YOU HAPPY.

WHY SHOULD I KEEP A JOURNAL?
People often find that it helps to
write things down. It’s only when
they see it on paper that they are
able to process whatever they are
thinking about or emotions they may
be feeling. Or instead or telling a trusted
friend something they write in their
journal their deepest thoughts. It’s a place
to dream, document, plan, vent – actually
pretty much anything which is why people
say they feel better after writing in their
journal. It’s also why they journal regularly –
some people even every morning and night.

HOW DO I GET STARTED?
Well ask yourself why you want to keep a journal
and direct your writings towards this. Shops
do sell journals that are themed-spiritual, goal
planning, task lists or even journals with blank
pages so you can draw and paste things in.
You may want to be able to tear a page out easily
if your journal is about letting go of anger and
stress. Your phone’s note app is also a good a
place to start. Decide on where you will sit and
journal, how often and for how long.
WHAT CAN I WRITE ABOUT?
Maybe start with how the day, week or year is
going or your to do list. Even notes on what
you are reading or learnt this week or maybe jot
down your thoughts and what you have seen
today. This year has been challenging for most.
Write down how the lockdown has affected you
and come up with ideas on how to turn these
challenges into opportunities.
KEEP AT IT
You might feel you aren’t doing it right but there
is no right way to journal. This is for you. The
more you write the better you’ll get – much like
with anything, give it time and lots of practice.
Journals are also great places to store things
such as ideas, books you need to read, places
to see and things to do. And reading over your
writings helps to keep you on track, motivate you
and even surprise you about how much you’ve
grown or done.
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